**Implant Overdentures**

**THE MOST RELIABLE SOLUTION FOR PRECISE AND NATURAL-LOOKING DENTURES**

Our removable implant solutions provide you with quality restorations that utilize the latest technology for a reasonable and consistent price. To best support your every need, we have created a dedicated full-service dental implant department of specially trained technicians to restore your cases. All pricing includes labor, model and die work, analogs, and preparations not limited to set-ups, bite blocks, try-ins and verification jigs. Prescribe Glidewell implant restorations and see how dentistry can be easy, predictable and profitable!

**Open-Tray Technique**

**IMPORTANT:** The open tray or pick-up technique is required when implants are not parallel and the path of insertion is divergent. If closed tray impression posts are used in this situation, it may prevent removal of the impression tray from inside the patient’s mouth.

**STEP 1:** Remove the healing abutment from the implant and immediately replace it with an open-tray impression coping.

**STEP 2:** Hand tighten the guide pin and work from the most posterior implant. Verify with a PA that each coping is fully engaged.

**STEP 3:** Inject preferred syringe material around each impression post. Fill the tray with monophase or medium body and record the impression.

**STEP 4:** Once the impression sets, remove each guide pin. Ensure all guide pins are completely disengaged before removing from patient’s mouth.

**STEP 5:** To avoid soft tissue collapse on the implant, immediately replace healing abutments on all implants before continuing.

**STEP 6:** Place the guide pins into the impression and send the case to Glidewell Laboratories.